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Ja.M.IlnytskyiINVESTIGATION OF NEMATIC-ISOTROPIC PHASETRANSITION IN LIQUID CRYSTALS BY MONTE CARLOSIMULATIONS OF LATTICE MODELS
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1 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ1. IntroductionMany molecular uids consisting of anisometric molecules have one orseveral liquid crystalline phases [1]. The simplest among these phases isthe nematic one (it appears in nematogenic liquid crystals) characterizedby long range orientational and short range translational order. In thecase of thermotropic nematogens it can be observed below the isotropicliquid phase. With the increase of temperature the nematic to isotropic(NI) transition takes place [1].To favour orientational ordering the intermolecular interactions innematogens have to be su�ciently anisotropic. In general they consistof both long-ranged anisotropic interactions and short-ranged repulsiveones, which complicates theoretical description of such systems. Maier-Saupe theory [2] gives the mean-�eld description of NI transition con-sidering each molecule to be placed in the mean �eld of all others. Onlylong-ranged interactions are taken into account. This theory predictsthat NI transition is of �rst order, but overestimates essentially the orderparameter at transition and its latent heat as compared to the experi-ment. Mean-�eld theory with both energetic and steric e�ects [3,4], twoparticle [5] and four particle [6] cluster expansions were developed to de-scribe NI transition too. These theoretical approaches do not include anydetails of the intermolecular interaction and thus are not able to describewide variety of real nematogens. On the other side Onsager theory for NItransition describes the system of long thin hard rods [7] taking into ac-count only pure steric e�ects of excluded volume. This theory gives verystrong density driven �rst order NI transition. Landau-de Gennes phe-nomenological theory of NI transition [1,8] starts from the expansion offree energy in powers of order parameter and contains a few phenomeno-logical parameters which can be �tted with the experiment. It predictsthe order of transition due to symmetry considerations, estimates pre-transitional behaviour of the pair correlations and other properties [8].The great progress in identifying the microscopic nature of phases inliquid crystals was achieved by computer simulations which have beeninitiated for these systems more than 20 years ago. There are severalapproaches in providing computer simulations concerning NI transition.First one is the Monte Carlo (MC) study of the lattice version of Maier-Saupe model (called then as Lebwohl-Lasher model) performed by thedi�erent groups [9{14]. Molecular dynamics study of this model was alsoperformed [15]. A MC study in which the restriction to lattice sites isremoved and a scalar component added to the anisotropic potential hasbeen done [16]. This approach consider NI transition as temperature
ICMP{97{04E 2driven one and gives the behaviour of internal energy, heat capacity,and scalar order parameter (referred further as order parameter) in thevicinity of transition point, as well as pretransitional properties of paircorrelations. The soft potential used in these simulations does not includethe details of molecular shape which can be important at the typicaldensities in real nematics.The second approach includes MC and molecular dynamics studyof relatively dense systems of hard particles with strong short-rangedrepulsive intermolecular interactions: for example the system of hardspherocylinders [17,18] spheroids [19,20], thin hard platelets [21] andof other shape (see [22]). Phase diagram includes in some cases bothnematic and smectic phases, and NI transition is interpreted as densitydriven one. The molecules shape plays in this approach dominant role.Other approaches are connected with the simulations of systems withmore realistic intermolecular potentials like potential with dispersionforces [23], Berne-Pechukas [24{26] and Gay-Berne [27] potentials. Thelast one seemed to be the most realistic for description of liquids withelongated molecules and is used in many recent simulations. Adjustableparameters in this potential can be �tted to describe real intermolec-ular interaction in given mesogen. The phase diagram for Gay-Berneliquid of 256 particles was investigated by means of molecular dynam-ics simulations in wide range of temperatures [28]. Phases were identi-�ed by using computer graphics to vizualize con�gurations. System pos-sesses an isotropic, nematic, smectic A, smectic B and a crystal phase.Phase diagram of the similar system was also investigated in [29] usingmolecular dynamics simulations in NVT ensemble. The isotropic liquid,nematic and smectic B phases were identi�ed. The temperature stabil-ity of nematic phase is investigated. These simulations suggest that theanisotropic attractive interactions play a crucial role in the formationof smectic B phase. The adjustable parameters of Gay-Berne potentialwere �tted for the case of p-terphenyl and molecular dynamics study of256 molecules was performed in [30]. Isotropic, nematic and smectic Aphases observed. Model parameters for p-azoxyanisole (PAA) were ad-justed in [31] and again molecular dynamic study of 256 molecules isdone. The temperature dependencies of rotational and shear viscositiesare in a good agreement with the experimental data. Other bibliographyon related subjects can be �nd in corresponding literature [1,32{34].We will concentrate our attention on results obtained by computersimulations of Lebwohl-Lasher (LL) model which is the system of ani-sosymmetric molecules con�ned to the sites of simple cubic lattice andinteracting via the simple anisotropic potential of Maier-Saupe type.



3 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔHamiltonian of the model is written in the form [9]:H = �� X<ij>P2(cos �ij); (1)where the sum includes all pairs < i; j > of nearest neighbours, �ij isthe angle between long axes of i-th and j-th molecule, � is the maximuminteraction energy, and P2(x) is the second Legendre polinomial. Thismodel was �rstly proposed by Lebwohl and Lasher [9] to obtain moreexact MC simulations as compared to mean-�eld approximation of [2].It was shown by the authors that transition is de�nitely of �rst order,as well as estimations for transition temperature TNI , order parameterin nematic phase at transition temperature SNI and latent heat wereobtained. Then this model was subsequently studied in greater detail byJansen, Vertogen and Ypma [10]. These autors stated two aims: �rstly,to improve the accuracy of the calculations, and secondly, to calculatethe magnetically induced birefringence and the scattering of light byorientational uctuations in the isotropic phase. Then LL model wasrevisited by Luckhurst and Simpson [11] to get more accurate data forinternal energy, heat capacity and latent heat at the transition, as wellas transition tempetature TNI . MC data obtained by authors was ex-tensively compared with results obtained within the cluster theories andwith experimental data on real nematics. Molecular dynamics study ofLL model was performed by Zannoni and Guerra [15]. MC data obtainedfrom simulation of LL model were essentially reestimated by Fabbri andZannoni [12]. The larger lattice of (303) molecules was simulated andthe number of simulation runs was signi�cantly higher than in previoussimulations. This allowed to get more precise estimates for transitiontemperature TNI as well as for order parameters < P2 >� S, < P4 >,internal energy and heat capacity in transition region. Particular atten-tion has been devoted to pair correlations G2(r), G4(r). The di�erencebetween TNI and isotropic phase limiting instability temperature T � wasobtained with the good accuracy and agree well with the experimentson real nematics.Lebwohl-Lasher model was revisited again by Zhang, Mouritsen andZuckermann [13] using modern numerical techniques of analyzing phasetransitions. The �nite-size scaling analysis proposed by Lee and Koster-litz [35] and Ferrenberg-Swendsen reweighting technique [36] were used.Unambiguos numerical evidence is found in favour of a weak �rst ordertransition and the presence of pseudospinodal points T �, T �� which areextremely close to TNI . Estimate for TNI coincides with one from [12],and value for transition entalpy is in satisfactory agreement with experi-
ICMP{97{04E 4mental data on octylcyanobiphenyl (8CB) [37]. Pseusospinodal points T �,T �� are located from the form of free energy as the function of order pa-rameter with two minima in the transition region. Correlation functionsfor the order parameter uctuations for the temperatures just above thetransition are investigated by Gree� and Lee [14]. At those temperaturesfor which the distribution of order parameter uctuations is Gaussian,inverse susceptibility is found to follow Landau theory behaviour, beingproportional to (T � T �). The value for T � is close to one from [12].Despite the limited realibility of LL model (in fact it interpretates NItransition as a rotational order-disorder transition in an e�ective crys-talline solid) it plays role of canonical model of a system which displaysan orientational phase transition like an Ising model for order-disorderphenomena in alloys and magnetic systems. To bring more physics intoLL model one has to replace the simple anisotropic potential of Maier-Saupe type in (1) by much more relistic one. Such attempt was made,for example, in [23] where the MC simulation of lattice model withanisotropic dispersion forces (being more realistic soft potential) is per-formed. But in this case it turned to be that NI transition in such modeldoes not di�er essentially from the transition in LL model. The orderparameter at transition is slightly higher and this produce the largerentropy of the transition but both these values are insensative to vary-ing the relative anisotropy in the polarizability in the system. Althoughtauthors believe these di�erences to be signi�cant they would emphasizethat the transition is blurred by the relatively small ensemble used inthe simulations (103 particles).It is evident that increasing of the systems size together with theuse of realistic potentials become very time consuming. The most com-puter simulations on Gay-Berne uids are simulated on 256 particles[28{31] which system seemed to be too small for investigating phasetransitions. For this reason models of the same level of simplicity as LLmodel seemed to be still useful for investigation of di�erent phase tran-sitions in anisotropic systems. The aim of this report is to modify thesimple anisotropic potential of Maier-Saupe type used in LL model byincluding parameter of molecules elongation. The inuence of this factoron phase transitions in hard particles systems is already investigated [22].We will investigate the inuence of this factor in the system of particlesinteracting via soft potential. This will be done by using the angular partof Berne-Pechukas potential [24] instead of simple anisotropic potential.This potential [24] is the single-site approximation of intermolecular site-site atomic potential between linear molecules and describes the pairwiseinteraction between two ellipsoids of revolution with given elongation.



5 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔThe potential of Maier-Saupe type can be reproduced from this poten-tial in the limit of almost spherical molecules. Comparing results of oursimulations with experimental data for some nematics in the vicinity ofNI transition gives us optimism that LL model modi�ed in such a waygives one the possibility to simulate di�erent real systems closer to theirnature.The outline of this report is as follows. Section 2 contains descriptionof simulation method on pure LL model. We decided to perform our ownsimulations (despite the great amount of data avaliable in literature)�rstly, to test out our procedure on well known model, and, secondly, toremove any method-relative e�ects in future comparing with simulationof modi�ed LL model with Berne-Pechukas potential. Section 3 containsde�nition of modi�ed LL model and its simulation for di�erent elongationof molecules according to method described in section 2. The inuenceof molecules elongation on latent heat and order parameter is discussed.Section 4 contains comparing of our data with the experiments on realnematics. We compare both latent heat, value of order parameter at NItransition and extrapolate temperature dependence of order parameterto get e�ective index �. This section include the general conclusions too.2. Monte Carlo simulation of Lebwohl-LashermodelHere we present the details of Monte Carlo simulations of LL modelin the vicinity of NI transition. We consider the system of 203 moleculescon�ned in the sites of simple cubic lattice with the periodic bound-ary conditions. Each i-th molecule is characterized by unit vector ~ui di-rected along its long axis. Each direction ~ui was stored as the set of it'sCartesian coordinates (xi; yi; zi). Pairwise interactions between nearestneighbours are considered to be of the simple anisotropic form (1).Simulations at each temperature started from perfectly ordered statealong OZ axis. Then we allow each molecule to rotate to new direction~u0i. To satisfy the ergodicity condition we have to move in the phasespace of con�gurations by reasonable steps, so the new direction ~u0i canbe choosen in the following way:~u0i = (x0i; y0i; z0i) = (xi + � � p1lu0 ; yi + � � p2lu0 ; zi + � � p3lu0 ); (2)where � < 1 is the restriction parameter, l2u0 = (xi+� �p1)2+(yi+� �p2)2+(zi + � � p3)2 stay for normalization of ~u0i, p1;2;3 are the pseudorandom
ICMP{97{04E 6
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Figure 1: Dimensionless single-molecule internal energy U� in the vicinityof NI transition for the Lebwohl-Lasher model (open circles { averagedenergy, triangles { separated energies of coexisting phases, open squares{ data from [11], �U� { dimensionless latent heat).numbers from �1 to +1, generated by generators [38]:p()n+1 = 2:0 � x()n+1m() � 1:0; (3)x(int)n+1 = (a(int) � x(int)n ) & m(int): (4)Here a = 16807, m = 231 � 1, index (int) denote 32-bit integer typeof variable, index () oating-point type, & is bitwise AND operationbetween the integers. We use three independent generators of (4) typefor each of p1;2;3 started from di�erent initial x0.The acceptance or rejection of new con�guration is considered due tothe standard Metropolis algorythm [38]. Restriction parameter � restrictspossible rotation of the molecule during one step and makes it possibleto control the acceptance-rejection ratio. The same restriction for thespherical polar angle when working in spherical frame is usually used too[11]. One MC cycle is completed after allowing all molecules to changetheir orientation. We performed 105 cycles for the temperatures close totransition. The data obtained for dimensionless single-molecule internalenergy:U� = < H >N � � (5)



7 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔ
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Figure 2: Histograms of internal energy distribution in the vicinity of NItransition for the Lebwohl-Lasher model.(where H is de�ned in (1)) are presented in �g.1. Our MC data for U�coincides well with other ones for the same system size avaliable in lit-erature [11]. Simple statistical averaging used for calculating of U� in(5) (open circles in �g.1) produces a curve with the change of slope attransition temperature �NI�. To �nd the latent heat of the transitionone can use histograms of the energy distribution [12]. In the vicinity oftransition these histograms demonstrate a two-hill shapes which indicatethe coexistance of isotropic and nematic phases (�g.2). Correspondingcumulants of these distributions were discussed in details previously [12].We can separate energy values of two phases by estimating maximums ofthese histograms, which are shown in �g.1 by triangles. Our estimationfor latent heat for LL model is �U = �U�" = 0:062" in a good agree-ment with values �U = 0:1" [10], �U = 0:07" [11] and �U = 0:05"[12].The change of slope for U� at the transition region leads to the peakin the single-molecule heat capacity cV (�g.3):c�V = 1N �@ < H >@T �V = �(��)2� @U�@(��)�V :To �nd this derivative we used both di�erentiation of cubic splain in-terpolation between U� points with respect to �� [11], and alternativelydi�erentiation of linear interpolation between U� points. Both methodscoincide well and give peak for c�V at �NI� = 0:887 close enough to re-sults �NI� = 0:894 [10], �NI� = 0:887 [11], and �NI� = 0:890 [12]. It has
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Figure 3: Position of the NI transition temperature from the peak of heatcapacity for Lebwohl-Lasher model.to be pointed that this procedure is very sensative to accuracy of energydata points, so calculation of c�V is useful in general for estimating oftransition temperature and is not accurate enough to compare it withthe experimental data.One of the most important aims of MC simulation in LL model is toevaluate scalar order parameter [1]:S �< P2 >=< P2(cos �i) >; (6)where �i is the angle between long axis of i-th molecule and director(preferred direction of nematic ordering). As it was pointed in [12] direc-tor can uctuate from one simulation cycle to other, so order parameteris calculated with respect to the instantaneous prefered direction aftergiven cycle. This is normally done [10{12] by the method proposed byViellard-Baron [17]. According to this method the tensor order parame-ter [1]Sij = 32 0@ < x2i > �1=3 < xiyi > < xizi >< yixi > < y2i > �1=3 < yizi >< zixi > < ziyi > < z2i > �1=3 1A (7)



9 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔis calculated after each MC cycle and its eigenvalues �i are found. Di-agonalization of Sij corresponds to switching from laboratory frame tothe director frame. The largest eigenvalue of Sij gives the scalar orderparameter S = max(�i):Evaluation of S during simulations shows dramatic increasing of itsuctuations in the transition region. Typical behaviour of S as the func-tion of Monte Carlo cycles at �� = 0:886 is shown in �g.4. It is evident

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1000.00.10.20.30.4
MC cycles �10�3

S
Figure 4: Typical behaviour of the order parameter S vs Monte Carlocycles for temperatures close to NI transition (the case of Lebwohl-Lashermodel, �� = 0:886).that this �gure shows the jumps between two coexisting phases: isotropicand nematic taking place simultaneously at this temperature. To sepa-rate values for order parameter in two coexisting phases we can usehistograms of order parameter distribution. This turns to be possibleonly for some temperature points due to the fact that two maxima athistograms are too close and wide enough and thus intersect one anotherstrongly. The behaviour of order parameter as the function of tempera-ture is shown in �g.5. We found that the order parameter in nematicphase is SNI = 0:240 which value is close to previous ones SNI = 0:333[10], SNI = 0:270 [11], and SNI = 0:270 [12]. Typical experimental valuesfor SNI are between 0:3 and 0:45 [39]. It should be noted that behaviourof S in the vicinity of �NI is very sharp so value of SNI is very sensativeto correct determination of �NI point.
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Figure 5: Order parameter S near NI transition for the Lebwohl-Lashermodel (triangles { present data, squares { data from [11])Thus, we to recalled standard computational method for simulationof LL model in the vicinity of NI transition [9{12]. Due to this we willomit corresponding explanations in the next section containing originalresults. On the other hand, in such way we will reduce the inuence of thecomputational details when comparing simulations of LL and modi�edLL models being performed using unique simulational scheme.3. Modi�ed Lebwohl-Lasher modelAs one can see LL model is capable to give the satisfactory quantitativedescription of NI transition in the liquid crystal materials. But the valuesfor latent heat �U as well as nematic order parameter at transition pointSNI given by LL model are �xed and cannot cover entire interval oftypical experimantal values for real nematics [39]. To bring more physicsinto this model one have to include additional parameters connectedwith the details of the intermolecular interaction. We suppose that thiscan be done by using more realistic Berne-Pechukas (BP) potential [24](the predecessor of Gay-Berne potential [27]). In the case we still retainthe lattice the translational part of this potential will be lost, and onlyangular part will be essential. This will retain intermolecular interactionin the system to be soft but brings the additional parameter of moleculeselongation.



11 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔBP potential is the overlap potential which consider pairwise interac-tion between moleculs of ellipsoids of revolution shape instead of lineararrays of atoms. It has the Lennard-Jones form with the orientationaldependent strength and range parameter [24]:VBP (~ui; ~uj ; ~r) = 4�ij ���ijr �12 � ��ijr �6� ; (8)where�ij = �0 �1� �2(~ui � ~uj)2��1=2 ; (9)and �ij = �0 �1� �2 �(^r ~ui + ^r ~uj)21 + �(~ui ~uj) + (^r ~ui � ^r ~uj)21� �(~ui ~uj) ���1=2 : (10)The anisotropy of molecules are characterized by the anisotropy param-eter: � = a2 � 1a2 + 1 ; a = �k�? ; (11)where �k; �? are major and minor axes of ellipsoids of revolution, and ais the elongation parameter. The distance r = �ij is, to good accuracy,the separation at which two molecules of relative orientation speci�edby unit vectors ~ui; ~uj ; ^r touch.Let us �nd BP potential in the limit of small anisotropy � � 1. Tothis end one can perform expansion of the square root in (9) in powersof � and keep leading terms:lim��1 VBP (~ui; ~uj ; ~r) = �32 �43�0�2 ���ijr �6 � ��ijr �12�� cos2 �ij��4�0 ���ijr �6 � ��ijr �12�� (12)Let us denote the distance dependent term by �:� = 43�0�2 ���ijr �6 � ��ijr �12� : (13)Then it is evident that in the case of:1: �� 1;2: �ijr = const. (14)
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Figure 6: Angular part of Berne-Pechukas potential VBPA(�) vs anglebetween molecular axes � for di�erent elongation of molecules (LL modelcorresponds to a! 1 case).this limit reproduce the simple anisotropic potential of Maier-Saupetype: lim��1VBP (~ui; ~uj ; ~r) = ��P2(cos �ij) + const. (15)We will call the lattice model with BP potential as modi�ed Lebwohl-Lasher (MLL) model. Due to retaining of the lattice we need indeed onlyangular part of this potential VBPA(�ij) which we normalize in suchmanner that at limiting values of angle � = 0; �2 this potential have tocoinside with the Maier-Saupe type one. This leads to:VBPA(�ij) = � �2 "3� 1p1� �2 cos2 �ij � 1!� 1# ; (16)where� = p1� �21�p1� �2 = 2 a(a� 1)2 : (17)So within the MLL model one can consider more or less elongatedmolecules by varying the elongation parameter a which will change theform of interaction potential (16). As one can see in the �g.6 potential
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Figure 7: Dimensionless single-molecule internal energy U� in the vicinityof NI transition for the modi�ed Lebwohl-Lasher model with moleculeselongation a = 3 (open circles { averaged energy, triangles { separatedenergies of coexisting phases, �U� { dimensionless latent heat).VBPA(�ij) with a = 3; 5 is more hard as compared to Maier-Saupe onewhen � approaches �=2. On the other hand the LL model can be repro-duced from MLL model in the case of almost spherical molecules a! 1(�� 1). To verify this fact numerically we performed simulation of MLLmodel for a = 1:1. It turned to be that we got exactly the same resultsas for the LL model in the previous section.To investigate inuence of molecules elongation on the NI transitionwe performed simulations for reasonable cases a = 3 and a = 5. Thesecases were also used in hard particles simulations [19,20]. Other possiblereason is that, for example, molecules of typical nematogen PAA areroughly the rods with elongation parameter a = 4 [1]. All simulations aredone using the method described in previous section. We observed morestrong �rst order NI transition in both cases a = 3 and a = 5 as comparedto LL model. The energy in the case of a = 3 is presented in �g.7. Toseparate energies of isotropic and nematic phases we used histograms ofenergy distribution. The NI transition in a = 5 case demonstrate verystrong �rst order nature with relatively large latent heat �U = 0:474"
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Figure 8: Dimensionless single-molecule internal energy U� in the vicinityof NI transition for the modi�ed Lebwohl-Lasher model with moleculeselongation a = 5 (open circles { averaged energy, triangles { separatedenergies of coexisting phases, �U� { dimensionless latent heat).and with absence of coexisting phases (see �g.8). The last fact can beexplained by the large potential barrier between two phases which cannotbe easily overcomed during simulations.model �NI� �U SNILL 0.887 0:062� 0.240MLL (a=3) 0.9437 0:111� 0.285MLL (a=5) 1.062 0:474� 0.460Table 1: Inverse transition temperature �NI�, latent heat �U , and orderparameter at transition SNI for NI transitions at Lebwohl-Lasher (LL)and modi�ed Lebwohl-Lasher (MLL) models.Data for the order parameter S in the cases of a = 3 and a = 5together with data for LL model are shown in �g.9. We got larger valuesfor SNI with increasing of a. Di�erence between cases a = 5 and a = 3 ismuch more essential than between a = 3 and LL model. The behaviourof S in the case of a = 5 demonstrate again much more strong �rst ordertransition as compared to other cases. We collected values for inverse
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Figure 9: Behaviour of order parameter S near NI transition for modelswith di�erent elongation of molecules (�NI� { inverse temperature of NItransition, �y { inverse temperature of data extrapolation to �t power-law dependence).transition temperature �NI�, latent heat �U , and order parameter attransition SNI in table 1.Due to these results it can be pointed unambiguosly that NI transi-tion in MLL model become more strong �rst order one with increasingof elongation parameter a. It is interesting to note, that computer simu-lations of lattice model with anisotropic dispersion forces gave also morestrong �rst order transition as compared to LL model [23]. It is known[22] that as the shape becomes more elongated, we expect to see pro-gressive strengthening of transition, towards the Onsager limit [7]. Theseresults bring new light on comparing of MC data with entire set of ex-perimental data on NI transition.4. Comparing with the experimental dataOur data for NI transition temperature, latent heat, and the order pa-rameter obtained within the MLL model can be compared with the ex-perimental data on real nematics. For example the set of experiments on13 nematics in the vicinity of NI transition was collected by Haller [39].Let us discuss �rstly the behaviour of order parameter S in the vicinity
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SNIFigure 10: Comparing values for order parameter at transition SNI ob-tained within the LL and MLL models with the experimental data.Crosses are experimental data for di�erent nematogens, circles { par-ticular data for MBBA, rombs { for PAA (all experimental data aretaken from [39]).of the NI transition (�g.9). As long as the NI transition is the �rst orderthe order parameter have some non-zero value at NI transition temper-ature SNI and drops to zero sharply when temperature is increased. Aswas pointed in [39] one can extrapolate the gradual decrease of S untilit becomes zero at hypothetical second-order phase transition temper-ature T y. Such extrapolation yields after scaling of experimental datafollowing relation [39]:S = (1� T=T y)� ; (18)where � is the critical index for order parameter in the hypotheticalsecond-order transition at T = T y. In our case we can write the similarpower law in terms of inverse temperature:S = S0(��� �y�)� (19)We performed several comparisons of our results with the experimen-tal data. First of all we compared values for SNI obtained for LL andMLL models with the experimental set of correspondent values for SNI .This is illustrated in �g.10 where one can see that the typical experi-mental values for SNI turned to be inside the interval between valuesobtained for MLL model at a = 3 and a = 5. Let us consider some typicalnematogens. For example, from the rough steric point of view moleculesof p-methoxybenzylidene-n-butylaniline (MBBA) correspond to elonga-tion a = 3 and molecules of p-azoxyanisole (PAA) to a = 4. The experi-mental values for MBBA SNI = 0:283; 0:332 [39] are indeed close enoughto our result SNI = 0:285 for a = 3 case, and the experimental valuesfor PAA SNI = 0:38; 0:39 [39] (�lled rombs in �g.10) are just at the



17 ðÒÅÐÒÉÎÔmiddle between results for a = 3 and a = 5. Other method to compareour results for order parameter with the experiment is to extrapolate ourdata in nematic phase to the point �y� and to �nd the power law (19).For this purpose we plotted the dependence of S vs �� in nematic phasein logarithmic scale (�g.11). The best �ts were found with the value of
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r{ LL model{ MLL model (a=3){ MLL model (a=5)Figure 11: Fitting data for order parameter in nematic phase Snem ob-tained for models with di�erent elongation of molecules to power lawSnem = S0(��� �y�)� in logarythmic scale (e�ective index � = 0:2).exponent � � 0:2 (solid lines in �g.11). This value agree well with theexperimental data being in the interval � 2 [0:17; 0:225] [39].Other quantity can be compared with the experiment is the latentheat �U which coincides in our case with the enthalpy of the transition�H . We can use the experimental data obtained from studying of ther-mal behaviour of 8CB by adiabatic scanning calorimeter [37]. The resultfor the NI transition enthalpy is �H = 612J=mol at transition temper-ature TNI = 40:8�C. Fitting the transition temperature obtained for LLand MLL models to this value one can get energetic parameter � and thenvalue for transition enthalpy. We get �H = 143:23J=mol for LL model,�H = 272:83J=mol for MLL model (a=3) and �H = 1311:1J=mol forMLL model (a=5). Despite the poor accuracy for these data we canstate that the experimental value for �H is between our results foundfor MLL model at a = 3 and a = 5, so our results give the reasonableinterval as compared to the experiment.
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